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1. INTRODUCTION

When you submit your paper print it in one-column format, including figures and tables. Also, designate one author as the “corresponding author”. This is the author to whom proofs of the paper will be sent. Proofs are sent to the corresponding author only.

2. PAGE SIZE AND LAYOUT

Set your page as A4, width 21 cm, height 29.7 cm and margins as follows:

- Left Margin 2.54 cm
- Right Margin 2.54 cm
- Top Margin – 2.54 cm
- Bottom Margin – 2.54 cm

You should use Cambria of size 9.5 for all fonts in the paper.

3. TITLE AND AUTHORS, BODY PARAGRAPHS, REFERENCES

3.1 Title and authors
The title of the paper is centered below the top of the page in 20pt font. Right below the title (separated by single line spacing) are the names of the authors. The font size for the authors is 12 pt. Author affiliations shall be in 10 pt.

3.2 Body paragraphs
The main text for your paragraphs should be 9.5pt font.

3.3 References
Number citations consecutively in square brackets [1]. References must be in Roman Script and in APA style.
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